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Policy-based Resource Management Work Item Progress

NFVRG Co-chairs – Ramki Krishnan and Diego Lopez
As Discussed in Yokohama: Permanent Contributions In Their Way to RFC

• One document per area
  • Intended to enter the RFC process once the work in that area is considered complete

• Authors of such documents will be required to merge them with other related documents once they are adopted
  • Future adoption discussions will include area allocation
  • Splitting could be an option

• We will need editors for each area-related document

• The decision on new areas will require
  • At least a document considered as mature enough
  • The appointment of one or two document area editors
  • Not to go beyond a hard limit of six simultaneously active areas
  • New areas will be considered when existing ones are mature and their documents entered last call
Policy-based Resource Management Progress

RFC target Q1 2017 - draft-irtf-nfvr-g-policy-based-resource-management

- IRSG Review (RG drafts maintain independence till this point)
- IESG Review and RFC
- Extremely relevant/timely idea
- RG adoption
- RFC Contribution Ack.: Editor/co-author Contributor (recognize each RG draft)
  General Ack.
- Other drafts

RG draft draft-irtf-nfvrg-nf-recursive-programming

RG draft draft-irtf-nfvrg-resource-management-service chain

RG draft draft-irtf-nfvrg-nfv-policy-arch
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